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NON-COMPACT SIMPLE LIE GROUP Em

By

Ichiro Yokota and Osami Yasukura

It is known that there exist three simple Lie groups of type E8 up to local isomorphism,

one of them is compact and the others are non-compact. We have shown in [8] that the

group

E8= {aelsoc(e8c, t£)＼a[Ru i?2]=[ai?1) aR2], <aRu aR2> = <Ru R2>]

is a simply connected compact simple Lie group of type E8, in [9] that the group

E8pJl= {aelsoc(e8, eg) ＼a[R1}R2]=[aRi, aR2], <aRlt ai?2>,1= <i?1,R2＼}

is a connected non-compact simple Lie group of type E8(-2i)and itspolar decomposition is

given by

E8ill-(SU(2)xE7)/Z2xRn2.

In the present paper, we show that the group

E'8= {aelso*^, Cs)|a[i?i,i?2]= [ai?i, aR2]}

(where t'8is a simple Lie algebra of type is^s)) is a connected non-compact simple Lie

group of type E8(8)and its polar decomposition is given by

E"8^Ss (16) xR128.

1. Preliminaries.

1.1. Notations.

Throughout this paper, we use the following notations. R, C, H: the fieldsof real, com-

plex and quaternionic numbers, respectively. M(n, K), K=R, C, H: all of n x n matrices

with entries in K. E: the n x n unit matrix (n is arbitrary).
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3(4,H)= {HeM(4, H) ＼H*=H}. %(4,H)o= {He$(4, H)＼tr(H) = 0).

c(8, C) = {SeM(8, C) |'S= -S}.

SO(16)= {BeM(16, R)＼fBB=E, det5=1}: a specialorthogonal group.

Ss(16)= S/>m (16)/Z2(not SO(16)): a semispnor group.

SU(8)= {DeM(8, C)＼D*D=E, detD=l]: a specialunitary group.

S/>(4)={CeM(4, J5T)|C*C=Jg:}: a symplectic group.

§o(16)= [BeM(l6, R)＼lB= -B}.

u(8)={DeM(8, C)＼D* = -D], ≪u(8)={Deu(8)|tr (D)=0}.

≪p(4)={ 67^(8,^) |C*=-C}.

The identitymapping of a setis always denoted by 1.

1.2. The split Cayley algebra (£',the split exceptional Jordan algebra 3' and the

Freudenthal vector space ty.

Let &=BRHe' denote the split Cayley algebra with the multiplication

(a + be')(c+de') = (ac+db) + (bc+da)e'.

X*Y=＼

and the conjugation a + be'=a ―be'. Let y:(£'-≫(£'be the involutive automorphism defined

by

y(a + be')=a ―be'.

Let 3'= {XeM(3, (£')＼X*=X} denote the split exceptional Jordan algebra with the

multiplication Xo Y=＼ (XY+ YX). The above involution y: c'-≫(£'is naturally extended

to the involutive automorphism y: 3>'-≫3'.In ty> the inner product (X, Y)', the positive

definite inner product (X, Y), the Freudenthal multiplication 1x7, the trilinear form

(X, Y,Z)' and the determinant det X are defined respectively by

(X, Y)'=tv(Xo Y), (X, Y) = (yX, Y)',

(2Xo Y-tr (X)Y-tr (Y)X+(tr (X) tr(Y)-(X, Y)')E),

(X, Y,Z)' = (X, YxZ)', detX=f(X,X,X)'.

Finally consider the vector space <J3'=3'c3'cJ20.R called the Freudenthal vector

space. We define linear transformations y, i and v of ^3'respectively (y is used the same

notation as above) by

y(X,Y,Z,n) = (yX,yY,t,ri), i(X,Y,t,n) = (Y,-X,n,-Q, v=yi=iy.

In <p',the inner product (P, Q)', the positive definite inner product (P, Q) and the skew-

symmetric inner product {P, Q)' are defined respectively by

(P,Qy = (X,Z)' + (Y, W)' + %+ria), (P, Q) = (yP, Q)',

{P,Q}' = (X,Wy-(Z,Yy + £co-Cn = (P,iQy=-(iP,Q)'
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whereP=(X, Y, & 17),Q=(Z, W, C, w)e<JT.

1.3. The Lie group ^6(6)and the subgroup Sp (4)/Z2

We have shown in [11] that the group

Em={aeIs0R($,$)＼ detaX=detX}

is a connected non-compact simple Lie group of type 2s6(6)>its Lie algebra is

t'e= tm= {<f>eRomR($, $)＼(<I>X,X, X)' = 0)

and found a subgroup of type C4 in £6(6)-To find this subgroup, we use a linear isomor-

phism f: 3'-*9f(4. #),.

'

& a3 + b3e'

a3-b3e' £2

a2 + b2e' ai-bie'

a2 ― b2e'

di + hie'

6

(k0 bi b2 b3 ＼

h kx a3 a2
＼

h2 az k2 ax I

b~3a2 ax A3 ]

where &eR, aif b{eH, i=l, 2, 3 and Ao=} (&+&+&),

A2=} (&-&-&), A3=| (^3-^1-^2). Then/satisfies

^･1~2 (£l "~& ■-"&)

fXofY=f (y(Xx Y))+^(X, Y)E, X, Ye$

where the multiplicationHi o H2 is 3(4,H) is defined by Hx o H2=＼ (H1H2+H2H1). Now

a subgroup (Em)K of the group ^e^,

(Em)K={aeEm＼(aX,aY) = (X, Y)}

isisomorphic to the group Sp (4)/Z2 by the correspondence

0:Si>(4) ― (^^.^(OX^r^COXJC^Xeg'

with Ker <f>=Z2= {E, ―E}. Therefore the Lie algebra (e^K of the group (Em)K,

(e'e)K=(e6(6)k=＼4>e t'eI(<t>X,Y) = - (X, <j>Y))

isisomorphic to the Lie algebra§p(4) by the correspondence

0≫:≪p(4)― (t6)K,<t>*(C)X=f-＼C(fX)-(fX)C),Xe$.

Finally,for A, Be%',A＼/Bee'6 is defined by

(AVB)X=l (B, X)'A+^r (A, B)'X-2Bx(AxX), Xe$.
2 6

1.4. The Lie group E7{7)and the subgroup SU($)/Z2

For <f>e t'e,A, Be^',veR, we define a linear transformation #(0, A, B, v) of <P'by
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0(6, A, B, v)

(!)

■

<t>X―V-X+2BxY+rjA

2AxX+4>'Y+^Y+ZB

(A, F)' + v£

(B,X)'-vri

where 0' et'6 denotes the skew-transpose of 0 with respect to the inner product (X, Y)':

(<j>X, Y)'=-(X,<t>'Y)'. For P=(X, Y, & rj),Q=(Z, W,C,a>)eV, we define a linear

transformation Px Q of *B'by

<!>=--(XV W+ZVY),

PxQ=<P(<t>,A,B,v)

A=~ (2YxW-ZZ-(X),
4

B=^(2XxZ-riW-coY),

v=|≪x, wy+(z, r)'-3≪c≫+c≫y)).
o

We have shown in [18] thatthe group

E7{7)={aeIsoH(^',^')＼a(PxQ)a-1 = aPxaQ}

is a connected non-compact simple Lie group of type £7(7),its Lie algebra is

C7=e7(7)={#(0, A, B, v)＼<j>Et'e,A,Be$, veR}

and found a subgroup of type A7 in Em. To findthissubgroup, we use a linearisomor-

phism t.≪B'->c(8,C),

X(X,Y,t,q)=(k( fx-lE) + ik(f(yY)-^E^

where k:M(4, H)->M(8, C) is the algebraichomomorphism

/

defined by &(≪,>･+^7)

= ( !' _'; .≪yihie C(i e C, j eZT are the usual elements: i2= ―1, f= ―1). Now, a
V bu an /

subgroup (Em)K of the group Em,

{Em)K= {oteEm＼{aP, aQ) = (P, Q)}

is isomorphic to the group SU (8)/Z2 by the correspondence

yr.SU(8) ―≫(EW))K, if/(D)P=X-1(D(xP)tD), Pe^'

with Ker y/=Z2= [E, -E]. Therefore the Lie algebra (e7{7))Kof the group (Em)K

(ti)K={tw))K= {<Pet'7＼(RP,Q)=-(P, <PQ)}

= {<P(<t>,A,-yA,0)＼<be(t6)K,Ae$}
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is isomorphic to the Lie algebra§u(8)by the correspondence

V*:$u(8) ― (*,)K,yf(D)P=x-1(D(x(P) + (xPyD),PeV.

If DeSu(8) has the form D=k(C) + ik(fA), Ce3p(4), Ae$, then y* is given by

yt.(k(C)+ ik(fA)) = <P{<l>*(C),A,-yA,O).
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2. The Lie algebra e8 and the Lie group Eg

An exceptional Lie algebra t'8is defined as follows. In a 248 dimensional vector space

es over R:

t'8= t'7R'$' R<$' RRRRRR,

we define the Lie bracket [Ru R2] by

[(*i, Pi, Qi, n, slth), (#2, P2, Q2, r2,s2,t2)]=(<P, P, Q, r, s, t)

P= #iP2 ~<^i + nP2 - r2Px +Sl Q 2 -52 Q i,

Q=<PlQ2-R2Qi-nQ2+r2Ql + tlP2-t2Pi

y― _

1

1

_

8

o
{PtoQJ+s&Szti,

[Pi,P2}+2r1s2-2r2s1,

t=
4

[Qi,Q2}-2rlt2 + 2rot

Then t%is a simple Lie algebra of type E8 [3], [8]. For i?ees, the adjoint transformation

ad R: test's,(ad R) i?i= [i?,i?i],Rt et8, will be denoted by &(R).

The group E'8 is defined to be the automorphism group of the Lie algebra t's'-

E'8= {aelso/j(e8, es)＼a[Ru i?2]= [ai?i,≪i?2]}.

Our purpose of this paper is to find a maximal compact subgroup of E'8 explicitly and to

show that the group E'8is connected.

The group E'≪contains a subgroup

,, f

^,
a(0, 0,0, 0,1, 0) = (0, 0,0,0, 1,0)1

{
a(0, 0,0, 0,0, l) = (0, 0,0, 0,0,1) J

which is isomorphic to the group E7{7)definedin the section 1.4 by the correspondence

aeEym-^a.' eE'iCE's, where
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a'(#, P, Q, r,s,f)= (a#a~＼aP, aQ, r,s,t).

From now on, we identify these groups E7{7)and E'7 under the above correspondence:

ck=</. Therefore, elements y,i, veE7{7)are regarded as elements y,i,veE'7cE'8.

We definelinear transformations co,I and u of esrespectivelyby

(o(0,P,Q,r,s,t) = (0, -Q,P, -r, -t, -s),

J=an=i(o and v^cov ―vco.

Proposition 1. (1) w=exp (o

(2)

(o,
o, o, o

i,ueE'g, v=

71
M^l

P 2 1

iy=yi, f=v2=l

3. Connectedness of E'&

In this section, we shall show that the group E'8is connected. This proof is similar to

[19] Theorem 30, however we need some remarks. So we give the outline of its proof.

For R e e≪,we define a linear transformation R x R of e≪by

(RxR)R1 = @(R)2Rl+―Bs(R,R1)R,R1ets

where B'g is the Killing form of the Lie algebra t'%,and define a subspace m' of eg by

n>'= {Ret'8＼RxR=0,RJ=0}.

Since the Killing form B'g is calculated in [8] Theorem 27 as

5

o

(where B'7 is the Killing form of the Lie algebra t7) for i?,-=(4>,-,Pif Qif rifsif tret's, i―＼, 2,

we have the following

Proposition 2. ForR=(4>, P,Q,r, s,t)et8,R^0,R belongs to to'if and only if R

satisfies

(1) 2s<P-PxP=0 (2) 2t& + QxQ=0 (3) 2r<£>+PxQ=0

(4) <PP-3rP-3sQ=0 (5) <PQ+3rQ-3tP=0 (6) {P, Q]'-16(st+r2) = 0

(7) 2(≫PPxQ1 + 2Px<PQ1-rPxQ1-sQxQ1)-{P,Q1}'<P = Q

(8) 2(0QxP1 + 2Qx$Pl + rQxPl-tPxP1)~ {Q, Pi)'0 = O

(9) 8((PxQl)Q-stQ1-r2Q1-<P2Q1 + 2r<PQ1)+ 5{P,Q1}'Q-2{Q,Qi}'P=0

(10) 8((QxP1)P+s^P1 + r2P1+ 02P1 + 2^P1) + 5{Q, P^ 'P-2{P, Px} 'Q=0

(11) 18((^0)2#1 + Qx^1P-Px#1Q)+57(#, ^i)0 = O

(12) 18(<PlRP-2$R1P-rR1P-s<P1Q)+B'7(<P, *i)P=0

(13) 18(*i*O-200iQ+r0iO-^01P)+57(0, #i)G=0
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for any ^et'?, Pu Qi e$'.

For a while, we use the following notations briefly.

i
= (0,0,l,0)e<P', l = (0, 0,0, l)e<P',

s=(0, 0, 0, 0, s, 0) e eg, t= (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, t) e t8,

P= (0, P, 0, 0, 0, 0) e eg, Q= (0, 0, Q, 0, 0, 0) e t%,
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gr={Pee8lPe≪P'}, R={tets＼teR}.

Theorem 3. The group E'8 acts transitivelyon to'(which is connected) and the isotropy

subgroup (E'8)io/E'8at I em is(exp (^') exp (R))E'7. Therefore we have the homeomorphism

E'8/(exp W) exp (R))E'7^m'.

In particular, the group Ek is connected.

Proof. Obviously the group E'8 acts on m'. Since hm', in order to prove the tran-

sitivityof E's,it suffices to show that any element Re to'can be transformed to 1 by a cer-

tain element ae(E'8)0 (which denotes the identity component of E'8).

Case (1) R= {<P,P,Q,r, s, t),t>0.1n this case, from (2), (5), (6) of Proposition 2, we

have

<P=-^tQ*Q, P=^Q-^-2(QxQ)Q, s=-j+^-3{Q,(QxQ)Q}.

Put

Pl=
logt

2(JJ-t)
Q, ≪1=

rlog^
fl=

t

~uT -1

t-1

(exp @)(0, 0, i, 0, 0, 0)=

(o,

0, i, 0, 0

log

2

Then, for 0=0(0,Plf 0, ru s1(0) ead t'8,we have (exp 0)1=1? (about its calculation, see

[19] Theorem 30). So R is transformed to 1 by exp (-0)e(E'8)0.

Case (1') 0={Q>, P, Q, r,s, t),t<0. Similarly as the case (1), we see that R can be

transformed to -1 by (E'8)o-Furthermore -1 can be transformed to 1 by (E'8)o-In fact, for

0=0(0. 0.1. 0,0, 0) ead t*.

i)≫*

(exp (-R))(0, 0, i, 0, 0, 0)= ( 0, 0, i, 0, 0,
~)

V 4 /

This shows that ―1 can be transformed to 1 by (^Jo-

Case (2) i?= (#, P, Q, r, s, t),s >0. Similarly as the case (1), R can be transformed to

1 and 1 is transformed to -1 by w = exp (0(0, 0, 0, 0, f , -f) e (E'8)0:col= -1. Further-

more, ―1 is transformed to 1 as was seen in the case (1').

Case (2') R=(@,P, Q, r.s, t),s<0. Similarly as the case (2), R can be transformed to
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―1 and then to 1 by co.

Case (3) R=(&, P, Q, r, 0, 0),r^O. In this case, from (2), (5),(6) of Proposition 2, we

have QxQ=0,<K>= -3rQ, {P, Q} '= 16r2. Now, for 0=0(0, Q, 0, 0, 0, 0)ead eg,we

have

(exp G)R=(<P,P+2rQ, Q, r, -Ar2, 0), -4r2*0.

So we can reduce to the case (2').

Case (4) R={4>, P, Q, 0, 0, 0), Q=£0. ChoosePte^' such that {Pi, Q} '^0. Then for

0=0(0, Plt 0, 0, 0, 0) ead e≪,we have

(exP &)R=
(*,*,*,

~ {Pi, Q} ',*,
･)

So we can reduce to the case (3).

Case (5) i?=(#, P, Q, 0, 0, 0), P=£0. This is similar to the case (4).

Case (6) R=(R, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), ^=£0. In this case, from (10) of Proposition 2, we have

<2>2= 0. Now, choose Pxe$' such that ^Pj^O. Then for 0=0(0, Pu 0, 0, 0, 0) ead t'&,

we have

(exp0)=U, -<f>P1(0,0, ~[^P1,Pl}',oY

So we can reduce to the case (5).

Thus the transitivity of (E'8)0 on ≫' is proved. Hence m' = (E's)oh so to' is connected.

Next, the isotropy subgroup (E's)i of E'8 at 1 is the semi-direct product of subgroups exp

(2*') exp (R) and E'7 of the group (E's)i: (E'8)i = (ex-p (^') exp (R))E'7 (about its proof, see[9],

[18]). Thus we have the homeomorphism E'8/(exp (ty) exp (R))E'7―to'. The space tt>'and

the group (exp 0|3')exp (R))E7 are connected, so the group E'% is also connected.

4. The positive definite inner product (Ri, R2) in eg

We define an inner product {R＼,R2) in cs by

(R1,R2)=-―B'g(uR1,R2)
15

(the coefficient ^ is not essential).

Proposition 4. The inner product (i?1;R2) in t8is positive definite.

Proof.
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= -tzB'sM&i, Pi, Qi, n, sx,h), (02, P2, Qz, r2,s2,t2))

= ―B'sdv^o-1, -vQu vPu -n, -su -h), (<P2, P2, Q2, r2, s2> t2))
I h

_J_

15

^B'7(u4>1v-＼4>2)
+ 15{oP1,P2}'-15{-uQ1,Q2}

+ 120(-r1)r2 + 60(-s1)s2 + 60(-t1)t2)

=-5;(o*1o, <P2)+ (Pi,P2) + (Qi, Q2) + 8rir2+4s1s2+4;t1t2.
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So itis sufficient to show that£7 {y<$＼V,&2) is positive definite. From [8] Theorem 27, this

is calculated as follows.

B'7(v&xv, 4>2)=B'7(u<P{4>i,Ax, Bx, Vx)v, &(<t>2,A2, B2, v2))

=B'7(0(-y<j>'1y, yBx, yAx, vx),0(02, A2, B2, v2))

=jB'6(-y<j>'xy,<t>2)+ 36(yBx,B2y + 36(yAx,A2)' + 2AvxV2

= ~B'6{y<l>'1y,4>2) + 36(B1,B2) + 36(A1,A2) + 24v1V2

where B'6 is the Killing form of the Lie algebra t'6.So it is sufficient to show that B'6 (y<t>＼y

(t>2)is positive definite. From [8] Theorem 27, we have

B'e,(y<i>＼y,d>2)=B'Jy(Si + f,)'y, do + f2) =B'Jy(S, - f,)y, d2+f2)

=B'6(yd1y-yT1, S2+T2)=^B'4(yd1y, S2)-12(yT1 T2)

^BWtf, fc)-12(Tlf T2)

where B＼ is the Killing form of the Lie algebra ^= {det'e＼SE=0}, Sie^,

T,-e3fi={T63'|tr(T) = 0} and TeHom*c', 3') is defined by TX=ToX. So it is

sufficient to show that B＼(ySiy, d2)is negative definite. Since the Lie algebra fais simple,

fais generated by 3f':f4= (2≪[A{, Bi]＼Ai, B{e^'J ･ We define an inner product (di, S2)4in fa

by

(S, S [Ait J?f-])4=i; (y≪yyB,-,A); ^ef;, Ah B{e^'.

i i

Then this inner product is well-defined ([8] Proposition 2) and positive definite. In fact,

nnrlpr the*nntationc
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Sn 0 0

0 Si2 0

0 0 Si3

)

Fi(x) =

( 0 Sizx di2x

Si3x 0 Snx

Si2x SnX 0

)

e 3', ze<E',≫= 1.2.3

(<5,yis the Kronecker's delta), we can easily verify that

42[El,F2{ei)l j2[EltF3(ei)l J2{E2,
£(≪,.)],

*= 0, 1, 2, ･･-,7

i[Afe),A(^)],0Si<;^7

(where [eo=l, ei= '＼,e2=j, e3=k, eA=e , e5= ie',e6=je', e7=ke'}([l, i,j,k} is the canonical

basis of H)) is an orthonormal basis with respect to the inner product (Si, S2)4.Hence (<$i,

^2)4 is positive definite. Now, B'4(ySiy, S2)is again calculated in [8] Proposition 27 (cf.§8,

§11) as

B＼(ydiy, 2 [Ai, B{])= -9 S {ydxyBt, Ad'.

i i

Therefore B＼(ySiy, S2)is negative definite. Thus we see that the inner product (i?i,R2) is

positive definite.

5. The subgroup (E'8)K of E'% and its Lie algebra (eg)*-

We define a subgroup (E'8)K of the group E'8 by

(E'S)K= {aeE'8＼va=av}

= {aeE8＼(aR1>aR2) = (R1,R2)}.

Our present purpose is to show that the group (E'8)Kis isomorphic to the semispinor group

& (16). First, we shall show that the Lie algebra (cg)^ of the group (E8)K,

(t'8)K= {O e ad c81vc=Ri>}

= {c ad e81(&Rlt R2) = - (Rlt OR2))

= {&(&, uP, P, 0, s, -s) ead e81$eti,v$=0v,Pety}

is isomorphic to the Lie algebra §o(16). For this purpose, we give some preliminaries (cf.

§1).

Lemma 5. For Xx, X2 e 3', we have

<i>4fX1JX2]=2(X1WyX2-X2VyX1).

PROOF. First note that[fXx, fX2]e≪p(4).Now, for Xe$,

f(2(X1VyX2)X)

^f^iyX^XYX.+j (XhyX2YX-iyX2x(XlxX)]



= (X2,X)fX1+＼

=(X2,X)fX1+j
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(X1,X2)fX-4fX2of(y(X1xX)) + (X2,v(X1xX))E

(Xlt X2)fX-4fX2 o(fX1 ofX) + (X1, X)fX2 + (X2, X,, XYE

Hence we have

f(2(X1VyX2-X2VyX1)X) = -4fX2 o (fX1 ofX) + 4fX1o (fX2 o/X)

= [fXi,fX2]fX-fX[fXufX2]=f((<t>*[fXufX2l)X).

Since/ is a momomorphism, we have therequiredformula.

Proposition 6. For S, Slt S2 e c(8, C), we have

(1) vx-'S^-x-'iS.

(2) tr(S,S2-S2S,) = 4i{y-%,y-xS2}'.

(3) ＼m
(s152-S2S1-|tr(51S2-S2S1)£)

=4(^-1S1x^-iS2-o^-1S2x^-iS1)

Proof. (1)Put x~1S=P=(X, Y,£,rj).Then we have

xoX-1S=xvP=xv(X, Y, 4,n)=x(yY, -yX, n, -0

(* (/o-n-f*)

(*(/-f*)

+ik f(y(-yX))―YE)))j

= -i
[k[fX-^E^

+ik
(f(yY)-^E^

= -iX(X,Y,Z,n)=-ixP=-iS.

(2), (3) Putx~1Si=Pi=(Xi, Yi, Z≫m), i=l, 2. First note that

Sx 52 - S2 Si ―＼tr (Si S2 - S2 Si) E e ≪u(8).Now,

S,So = yRVK=Y(Xu YuZi,m)r(X,, F,, 6, i/2)

=(*KH

-(* M

-ik

*

)) /
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+ik (f(yYl)-n-±E)) / (* (/Xi-f 2?) +ik [f(yY2)-^E ) ) /

+ ik(f(yY1)-^E))(k(KfX2-ZjE)-ik(f(yY2)-^E))r

((/*,-§*) (/x2-f£) + (/(^)-|£) (/(rrj-fir))

((/W-f*) (/S-fs)-(/*,-f*) (/(,*>-!*))

Hence we have
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S1S2-S2S1=-k(fX1fX2-fX2/X1+f(yY1)f(yY2)-f(yY2)f(yY1))

-ik(f(yY1)fX2-f(yY2)fXl-fX1f(yY2)+fX2f(yY1)-mfX2 + r}2fX1

i

+ Zif(yY2)-t2f(yY1))+^(l;in2-Z2t]l)E

=H-[fX1,fX2]-[f(yY1),f(yY2)])

+ ik(f(2yX1xY2-2yX2xY1 + r!iX2-ri2Xl-ZlyY2 + Z2yYl))

put

Take the tracesof theabove, then we have

tr(S1S2-S2S1)=4ci{P1,P2}'=4i{X-1SuX~1S2}

Thereforewe have also

On the other hand

uPixP2 =

(

Thus we have

-yX,

m

-6

S1S2-S2S1-^tr(S1S2-S2Sl)E=k(C)+ik(fA).
o

--(yY1VY2+X2V(-yX1))

)･()■･

1

_

2

_1
^7 (2(-yX1)*Y2-ri1X2-Z2yY1)

-(2yY1xX2-(-Zl)Y2-r}2(-yX1))

-((yFj, Y2)' + (X2, -yX1)'-3(r]lri2 + a-^))
o

(-X1VyX2+X2VyX1-yY1VY2 + yY2VYl)

yPixP2-uP2xP1 = #
-(2yX1xY2-2yX2xY1 + r!lX2-ri2X1 + Z2yY1-Z1yY2)

-(2X2xyY1-2X1xyY2 + ri2yX1-ri1yX2+ ZlY2-S2Y1)

0
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G 0*C,

1

_

4

*-i (Lemma 5)

V*(k(C) + ik (fA))=- y/4S1S2-S2S1

343

tr (S1S2 ―S2Si)E).
o

We define an algebraic homomorphism /:M(8, C)->M(16, R) by

l(xkj+iykj) =
(

ykj %ki

I
xkj,ykjeR

Then we have

H(X) = l(X*), Ll{X) = l{X)L, Jl{X) = l{X)J for XeM(8,C).

Proposition 7.

(1) /(u(8))={Be≪o(16)|5/=JB}, Z(c(8, C))L= {Be$o(16)＼BJ= -JB}.

(2) Any element B of (t's)Kis represented by the form

B=l(D') + l(S)L, D'eu(8), Sec(8, C)

= l(D) + l(S)L + l(isE), Deu(8), Se@(8, C),seR.

Theorem 8. The Lie algebra (cs)x is isomorphic to the Lie algebra §o(16)

by the correspondence £:§o(16)-≫(e8)≪:,

C(/(D) + /(S)L + /(is£)) = (^*A 2^-JS, 2z"1S, 0, 2s, -s)

where De MS), Sec(8, C),se/2.

PROOF. The mapping C is clearly bijective. We shall show that £is a homomorphism.

(1) f[/(A), /(A)]=C/[A, A]=(^*[A, A], 0,0, 0, 0, 0)

= ([V^A,V*A], 0,0, 0,0,0)

=[(^*A, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (y/*A, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)]=[f/(A), C/(A)].

(2) f[/(Z)), l(S)L]=ai(DS-SD)L) = ai(DS+S'D)L)

= (0, 2ox~1(DS+StD), 2x~1(DS+StD), 0, 0, 0). On the other hand,

[&(D), C(/(S)L)] = [(^*A 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 2vX~lS, 2x~1S, 0, 0, 0)]

= (0, 2{v*D)ux~lS, 2(y*D)x~1S, 0, 0, 0).

Since (＼f/*D)v = o(y/*D) and (y/*D)x~1S=x~1(DS+StD), this is equal to the above.

(3) Z[l(D), l(isE)] = (l[D, is£] = C0 = 0 = [(^*D, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 2s, -2s)]

=[CHD), CHisE)].

(4) ausjL, /(s2)li=c/(s1s2-s2s1)

/
(s1S2-S2S1~tT(S1S2-S2Si)E)

+1
(^tr

(S1S2-S2S1)e))
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=
L* (s1S2~S2S1~j

tr(S1S2-S2Sl)E
V

0, 0, 0,

――tr(SiS2 ―S2Si),― tr(SiS2~S2Si) j
4 4/

= (4(uX-1S1xx-1S2-ox-1S2xx-%), 0,0,0, {x~%, X'^)

-{x-ls1,x-%}')

(Proposition 6 (2), (3)). On the other hand

lt(l(SJL),UKS2)L)]

= [(0, 2ux~1S1, 2x~1S1, 0, 0, 0),(0, 2vX-1S2, 2X~1S2, 0, 0, 0)]

=
(2vx-%^2X-1S2-2vx-1S2x2X-1S1,Q,0,0,^(-

{2ux-1S1,2X-1S2}'

+ 2{u;T1S2)2;r1S1n,- [2oX-1Slf2uX-1S2)＼ - j {2*-%, 2;r1S2}')

=the above.

(5) CWsE),l(S)L]=((2l(isS)L)

= (0,4ux-1(isS),4X-HisS)> 0,0,0)

= (0, Ax'HsS), -4vx-＼sS), 0, 0, 0) (Proposition 6(1))

= [(0, 0, 0, 0, 2s, -25), (0, 2vX~1S, 2X~lS, 0, 0, 0)]

= [£l(isE),t(l(S)L)].

(6) ZUdsiE), /(is2£)]=C/[isi£,is2£]=C0=0

= [(0, 0, 0, 0, 2si, -2Sl), (0, 0, 0, 0, 2s2, -2s2)]

=[C/(isi£), Zl(is2E)].

6. The polar decomposition of E'Band connectedness of (E'S)E

To give the polar decomposition of the group E's,we prepare

Lemma 9. The group E'8is an algebraic subgroup of a general linear group GL(248, R)

=Isojj(e8> t8)and satisfiesthe condition that aeE'8 implies 'ae^, where 'a is the transpose of

a with respect to the inner product (Rlt R2): CaRi, R2) = (Ri, ocR2).

Proof.

Since CaRx, R2) = (Ri, aR2)=-―B'8(vR1, aR2)=-―B'8(a-1vR1, R2) = (va-1uR1, R2)
15 15

for oceE's, we have

'a = Da~1veE'8 (Proposition 1 (2)).

It is obvious that the group E'sis algebraic, because itis defined by the algebraic relation
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≪[/?!,R2]=[aRu aR2].

According to Chevalley'slemma ([1]Lemma 2, p.201), we have the homeomorphism

Es-(E'8n0(e's))xRd=(E'8)KxRd

where O(t'8)={aelso^cs, t'slKoRi,aR2) = (Ri, R2)} and d is calculated as ^=dim£s~

dim 0o(16)= 248-120 = 128. Thus we have the following

Theorem 10. The group E'8is homeomorphic tothe topologicalproduct of

thegroup (E'8)Kand the Euclidean space Rm:

E's―(E'8)kxR ･

In particular,the group (E'8)Kis connected.

Since (E'8)kis a connected compact simple Lie group of type D8 (Theorem 8, 10),we

see that the group (E8)k isisomorphic to one of the following four groups

Spin(16), Ss(16), SO(16), PSO(16).

7. Isomorphism (E's)K~Ss(W)

In order to determine the group-type of the group (E'8)K, consider

(&K={Rees＼vR=R}t (ts)P= {Ret'8＼vR=-R}.

Then we have

which is the Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra t'8with respect to the involutive

automorphism D, in particular we have l(t'8)K,(eg)p]C (t'8)P.The adjoint representation Woi

(eg)/rto (t'sh '･

W(R)R1=[R,R1}, Re(t'8)K,Ri (ts)p

is irreducible ([4](8.5.1)).Moreover, since the Lie algebra (cs)a-is simple (Theorem 8), the

complexification representation W of ＼ to the complexification representation space

((es)p)cis also irreducible ([4](8.8.3)).Thus we have

Lemma 11. The representation of the group (E'8)k to ((t'8)P)cis irreducible.

Proposition 12. The center z((E'8)K) of the group (E'8)K is {1, v].

PROOF. Obviously {1, o) Cz((E'8)K). Conversely let aez((E'8)K). The action of a to

((ts)p)cis constant: a＼((t'8)P)c=Al,AeC, from Lemma 11 and Schur's lemma. Since ae

(E'8)k preserves the inner product (Ru i?2)(which is naturally extended to the complexifica-

tion Lie algebra (es)c of t8):(aRu aR2) = (Ri, R2), Ru i?2 e ((es)p)c,we have A2 = l. Next

from the simplicity of the Lie algebra (e8)K,it is generated by (t'8)P:(t^K― &ij [Ri, Rj]＼Ri,
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Rje(t's)p}.Therefore a is A21 = 1, i. e. the identity mapping on (eg)a--Consequently, if A = 1

then a = l and if k = ―1 then a = u. Thus we have z((E's)k)= U, u)･

From Proposition 12, we see that the group (E'8)K is not either Spin(W) or PS0(16).

Therefore (E'8)Kis isomorphic to one of S0(16) and Ss(16).

We shall show that 128 dimensional complex irreducible representation of the Lie

algebra §o(16) are only two. In fact, the dimension of the complex irreducible representa-

tion corresponds to a dominant weight o> can be calculated by Weyl's demension formula

(e.g. [41(7.5.9)) as follows:

16

2a>i

135

o?2

120

2co2

5304

o>3

560

0)4

1820

ft>5

4368

CL>6

8008

co7

128

CDs

128

where a>i,&>2,･ ･･ co8are the fundamental weights of§o(16).From this,we see that only co7

and o)s have 128 dimension among complex irreducible representations of §o(16). On the

other hand, we know that the spinor group Spin(16) has two 128 dimensional complex ir-

reducible representations Ai6, A{6, called the spinor representations, and these are both

not representations of the group S0(16)(e.g. [20] Lemma 4.4.6). Now, ((eg)p)cwas a 128

dimensional complex irreducible representation space of the group (E'8)k(Lemma 11). The

above arguments mean that (E'S)K is not isomorphic to 50(16). That is, we have

Theorem 13. The group (E'8)K= {aeE'sKaRu aR2) = (Ri, R2)} is isomorphic to the

semispinor group 5s(16):(E's)k―Ss(16).

Thus, from Theorem 10, we have the followingtheorem which was our main pur-

pose.

Theorem 14. The group E'8= {aelsoR(t8, u)＼a[Ri,R2]=[aRi, aR2]} is homeomor-

phic to the topologicalproduct of the semispinor group 55(16) and the 128 dimensional Eucli-

dean space iJ128:

E'8-Ss(l6)*R128

8. The subgroup Ss(16) in the compact simple Lie group E8

It is known that the simply connected compact simple Lie group E8 has Ss(16) as a

subgroup of maximal rank [10]. Here we find out this subgroup Ss(16) explicitly in the

group Es.

Let G=HRHe denote the Cay ley division algebra with the multiplication

(a + be)(c+de) = (ac-db) + (bc+da)e

and Gc= {x+ J ―ly＼x,yeG) its complexification. The split Cayly algebra 6' is naturally

imbedded in 6C,

a + be'e6' ―^ a+ J^lbee6c
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and its complexification G'+ J― 1G' is also G0: (G')c = ec. The involutive automorphism

y: G'-≫G' is naturally extended to the complex linear involutive automorphism y: GC^GC.

Let x denote the complex conjugation on Gc with respect to G: x(a+ *J―lb)=a― ■/―Ib),

a,beG. Then Q' = {x e Gc ＼xx= yx] by the above inclusion. Similarly $' and f are imbedd-

ed in 3' and $c as 3' = {Xe $c IrX= yX＼ and ty = {Pe ^c ItP= yP} respectively, where t

are the complex conjugations on %c, $c with respect to 3, <JJrespectively and finallyy is the

complex extension of y on 3C, $c.

Let es= e? c ^c c ^c c i^ c If c .K0 be complex Lie algebra of type Es constructed

basing on 6C ([3], [8]). The involution t: ef-^es is defined by

r(0, P,Q,r, s, t)= (r0r, tP, rQ, xr, xs,xt).

Since cf is also the complexification of e^:ef = es+ -/―T es,involutive automorphisms y,i,

v: C8~*esare naturally extended to involutive automorphisms y,i, u: ts^ts respectively.

Another involution p: ef^es is defined by p=xy ―yx:

p(<P, P,Q,r, s, t)= {yx<Pxy, yxP, yxQ, xr,xs, xt).

Then t'sis naturally imbedded in es as

t'8= {9et§＼pd=0} = {de$＼y6=x0}.

In es,we define a positive definite Hermitian inner product <i?i,i?2> and an inner pro-

duct (Ru i??->,-.respectively bv

<Rlt i?2>= ~B8(TiRlt R2), <Rlt R2>6=<vR1, R2>=(pRi, R2)

where B8 is the Killing form of the Lie algebra c?. We have shown in [8] that the group

E$= {aelsocCef, t$)＼a[R1,R2] = [aR1, aR2]}

is a simply connected complex Lie group of type E8 and the group

Es={aeE§＼<aRuaR2>=<Ri,R2>}

is a simply connected compact simple Lie group of type E8. Now we define subgroups

(Eg)", E8, D respectively by

(£8CK= {aeE%＼pa = ap},El 0= {aeE^KaR,, aR2＼=(Ru R2＼).

Proposition 15. {E^)P=E8> D and it is isomorphic to the group E'8.

PRROF. <Ru i?2>o = <Oi?1)i?2>= -±Bs{zwRlf R2)=-~B8(pR1, R2), Rlt R2eel

Hence for aeE8, <ai?i, aR2>0 = (Ri, R2)6 holds if and only if pa―up. Thus we have

(E§)p=E$tB. Next, since it is easy to see that the Lie algebra (t8)p= {Ret8z＼pR=R} is

isomorphic to the Lie algebra t'8.{t8)p=t8 and cs is the complexification of (efK, the cor-

respondence aeE8->ac (E8)pbNhere ac denotes the complexification of a) gives an
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isomorphism between E'sand (E§)"･

Theorem 16. The simply connected compact simple Lie group Eg containsa subgroup

(E8)p= {aeE&＼pa = ap＼which is isomorphic to thesemispinorgroup Ss(16).

PROOF. (E8V= {aeEs＼<aRu aR2> = <Ru R2>, pa = ap]

= {<xe(E$y＼<aRlt aR2> = <R1,R2y＼

= {a eE'sI(ai?i,aR2) = (Ri, R2))(Proposition 16)

= (£8),f^Ss(16)(Theorem 13).

9. Eratta and corrections of the preceding papers about exceptional Lie groups

We have been able to realize all of connected exceptional linear Lie groups and find

their maximal compact subgroups explicitely:

G2(-14>[2],[20],G2(2)[15].

^4(-52)[2], [20], F4(-20)[2], [14], Fm [16].

-E6(-78)[17], i?6(2)[12], i?6(-14)[12], E6(-26)[2], £6(6)[H]-

&n-m [5], [7], En-25) [6], [7], E7{-5)[13], EW) [18].

^8(-248)[8], £8(-24)[9], Em [this paper].

Here we point out some of their errata and correct them.

[5] p. 384, /.12, [6] p. 10, /.16. In front of "3C03C0C" insert "e?0".

[5] p. 384, /.13. Upon "2X*Z-nW-ZY" insert "XVW+ZVY".

[8] p. 761, /.6. For li-9(SA, B)" read "9(dA, B)" or"-9(6B, A)".

[8] p. 761, /.6. For "-12(<j>A, B)" read "12(0A, B)".

[9] p. 70, LI -6. Omit and replace with "S= {i?ec8,ili?xi?=0, i?^O} where

R xi?e Hom^j(e8,i, e8)i)is defined by (Rx/?)/?x = (ad R2RX+^ B%il(R, Rt)R for Rt e c8,i(58,i

denotes the Killing form of the Lie algebra e8>i)".

[9] p. 70, /.10-12. Omit Proposition 10 and replace with "Proposition 10, % is con-

nected". Added in [9]. The group E8,i can be also defined by Es,i= {<*eIsojs(e8,i,e8,i)

＼a[Ri,R2]=[aR1, aR2]} (which is connected (see [9] Theorem 16).

[17] p. 461, /.2. For "Z2= (1, -1}" read "Z2= {1, a}".

[18] p. 60, /.2. Instead of v use y of Remark.
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